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Abstract: Object detection and classification are the trending research topics in
the field of computer vision because of their applications like visual surveillance.
However, the vision-based objects detection and classification methods still suffer
from detecting smaller objects and dense objects in the complex dynamic envir-
onment with high accuracy and precision. The present paper proposes a novel
enhanced method to detect and classify objects using Hyperbolic Tangent based
You Only Look Once V4 with a Modified Manta-Ray Foraging Optimization-
based Convolution Neural Network. Initially, in the pre-processing, the video data
was converted into image sequences and Polynomial Adaptive Edge was applied
to preserve the Algorithm method for image resizing and noise removal. The
noiseless resized image sequences contrast was enhanced using Contrast Limited
Adaptive Edge Preserving Algorithm. And, with the contrast-enhanced image
sequences, the Hyperbolic Tangent based You Only Look Once V4 was trained
for object detection. Additionally, to detect smaller objects with high accuracy,
Grasp configuration was observed for every detected object. Finally, the Modified
Manta-Ray Foraging Optimization-based Convolution Neural Network method
was carried out for the detection and the classification of objects. Comparative
experiments were conducted on various benchmark datasets and methods that
showed improved accurate detection and classification results.

Keywords: Object detection; hyperbolic tangent YOLO; manta-ray foraging;
object classification

1 Introduction

Object Detection (OD) is a vital aspect of image processing, in addition to machine vision, which is
extensively utilized [1] in various fields like robot navigation, industrial detection, intelligent video
surveillance, and aerospace [2]. Particularly, OD and tracking are considered to be the fundamental
applications of remote sensing [3]. In which, OD is carried out in aerial video surveillance using
unmanned vehicles [4,5]. Chiefly, finding the objects belonging to particular classes and their respective
locations on the images or videos is the task of the OD [6]. Usually, the machines consume more time for
training as well as testing to detect the objects in a video [7]. Nevertheless, it is hard for the machines to
distinguish the objects. For that, knowledge-building process is required with an effectual algorithm [8].
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A significant improvement can well be seen on the OD algorithms latterly [9]. In computer vision, there are
two major issues, viz. object-localization and object classification in a video or image [10,11]. The major
purpose of the Object localization is to locate objects through drawing a Bounding Box (BB) exactly
around the object [12]. And, the automatic classification of objects stands as a crucial issue and has
widespread applications. Traditionally, in computer vision system, detection was initially done for the
object and disparate algorithms are combined to classify them. Then, those algorithms are centered on
high-quality images [13].

The quality of the extracted features and the robustness of the classifiers play a major role in the OD and
classifications performance [14]. Generally, to find the object-of-interest on an image, OD utilizes distinctive
shape patterns as evidence [15]. For describing an object on an image, a crucial role is played by the selection
as well as extraction of distinct key points in object recognition applications [16]. OD is considered to be a
crucial and an active field in Information and Technology which prompted the curiosity among many
researchers. Unlike the images, videos have temporal information [17]. For an additional processing,
every frame is captured and combined as one during video processing [18]. It is an extremely vital and
challenging task to detect and track moving objects or targets on real-time video surveillance [19]. On
account of the augmented demand for intelligent surveillance systems, object tracking has emerged as a
meticulous research topic. Object detection and tracking are extensively utilized in the event of crowd
flow estimation, behavior understanding, and human-computer interaction [20].

Complexities in computation and accuracy are the other major issues in the existing techniques meant
for OD. In the present study, an efficient OD and classification system were proposed utilizing Hyperbolic
Tangent based You Only Look Once V4 (HTYOLOV4), together with with the Modified Manta-Ray
Foraging Optimization-based Convolution Neural Network (M2RFO-CNN).

The organization of the present paper is as follows. Firstly, Section 1 introduces OD and its various
aspects and Section 2 elucidates the related review of the existing methods regarding object detection.
Then, the proposed OD and the classification technique using HTYOLOV4 and M2RFO-CNN are
illustrated in Section 3. And, in Section 4, the proposed method’s performance is discussed and compared
with the existing methods. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions drawn from the results of the present
study is given with the suggestions for further enhancements that can be made in the future.

2 Related Works

OD with Binary Classifiers is a two-level technique which is centered on Deep Learning (DL)
that overcomes the issue of identifying smaller objects like weapons in surveillance video [21]. In the
first level, the candidate regions were chosen from the input frames and those proposals were analyzed
in the second level. Centered upon a CNN with One-vs.-All or One-vs.-One, a binarization technique
was also applied. And, concerning the baseline multi-class detection, the total false positives were
reduced. The preprocessing strategies to filter out the noisy instances decreased the detection accuracy of
the CNN.

A modified YOLOv1 with an improved Neural Network for objection detection was proposed [22] and
the Loss Function (LF) of the YOLOv1 was modified. The margin style was replaced with the proportion
style. Next, a spatial pyramid Pooling Layer was added. An inception design was added with a
convolution kernel which cut the total weight parameters of the layers. The performance attained was
found to be better, nevertheless, for smaller objects detection, the technique was not appropriate.

A recommended multiple-scaled deformable convolutional OD network was introduced to handle the
challenges that were faced by some detectors [23]. For obtaining multi-scaled features, deep
convolutional networks were used. For overcoming geometric transformations, deformable convolutional
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structures were added. In order to apply the last object recognition, as well as region regress, the multiple-
scaled features were fused by upsampling. The accuracy of detecting smaller target objects with geometrics
deformation was also improved. Significant improvements on the trade-off between speed and accuracy were
also seen. However, the technique did not help detecting objects on videos.

Instantaneous OD for videos centered on the YOLO network was discussed [24]. The quick YOLO
model was trained for OD to attain the object information. By replacing a smaller convolution operation
with the original convolution operation, the YOLO was ameliorated upon the Google Inception Net
(GoogLeNet) architecture. It reduced the total parameters and also reduce the time for OD in videos. This
technique performed better contrasted with the original YOLO and the other baseline methods. A high
computation load in addition to low detection speed was found.

The hybrid deep-learning model is called Faster-RCNN, along with Mask-RCNN [25] model
encompassing two major portions. The region proposal network is the first portion that was utilized to
generate a list of region proposals intended for an input image. Classification helped in the identification
of the ROI of the object or no object. Then, the ROI PL accepted the chosen region proposals as the
input. Additionally, it classified the class and refined the bounding box aimed at the object which
provided the output image. The overhead view object was detected together with the classified bounding
box. The second approach aimed at overhead view object detection was designed on Mask R-CNN. The
model took care of locating the exact pixels of every object, together with the detected BB. Those
algorithms encompassed with stronger discriminative power intended for multiple OD. Nevertheless, the
method’s accuracy was a lower enhancement.

3 Proposed Object Detection Methodology

An OD task for specific crowded macro-scene, as well as the microcosm, is the Small Object Detection
(SOD) with larger objects. OD involves two specific tasks, viz. to assess the object locations and the BB for
additional applications like object classification and recognition. Utilizing modern DL models, useful
detectors can be designed well to overcome such issues when the target objects are of distinct sizes,
colors, shapes, and textures. Nevertheless, when the target objects are smaller, the task can be more
complex. A novel approach for OD and classification is proposed utilizing Hyperbolic Tangent based You
Only Look Once V4 (HTYOLOV4), along with Modified Manta-Ray Foraging Optimization-based
Convolution Neural Network (M2RFO-CNN).

Initially, the video data are converted into image sequences. In pre-processing steps, resizing and noise
removal are done using Polynomial Adaptive Edge preserving Algorithm (PAEPA). To enhance contrast for
the resized noiseless image sequences, Contrast Limited Adaptive Edge Preserving Algorithm (CLAHE) was
applied after preprocessing. Subsequently, HTYOLOV4 was trained with the contrast-enhanced image
sequences for object detection. All the objects were detected at the end of this step with their bounding
box and the loss was calculated. Hence, to enhance the accuracy for detecting the small objects, Grasp
configuration was considered and checked with the threshold value to attain the smaller and bigger
objects. Finally, the M2RFO-CNN algorithm executed the object detection and classification step. The
proposed system architecture is exhibited in Fig. 1.

3.1 Preprocessing

At the initial stage, the video data were converted into several frames. In the pre-processing, PAEPA
removes the noise present on the input frame images. For improving the clarity, image resizing was done
before noise removal. Generally, the pixel information gets changed and the image's clarity also becomes
low while augmenting the image’s size. The polynomial interpolation function was utilized for resolving
this issue and making the image clear. By generating the equivalent approximation of pixel intensities
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concerning the surrounding pixel values, the interpolation function enhanced the image’s clarity. The number
frames are signified as,

Inputvideo : Qi ! If ðmÞ (1)

IfiðmÞ ¼ fIf1ðmÞ; If2ðmÞ; If3ðmÞ;…………:IfnðmÞg (2)

where, IfiðmÞ signifies the sequence frameset, fi signifies the n- number of frames, and Qi implies the input
video to attain the total frames.

Step 1: The resizing can well be done as,

I rsfiðmÞ �!resizing
I iptfiðmÞ (3)

where, I rsm signifies the resized image and I iptm implies the input image to be resized. For ameliorating the
image’s clarity, the resized image is interpolated by the polynomial interpolation technique. Therefore, the
interpolating polynomials UðfÞ for the image can well be attained as,

UðfÞ ¼ ao þ a1f
1 þ a2f

2 þ……þ anf
n (4)

wherein, n signifies the degree of the polynomial and a0;…:an signifies the coefficients. By taking an average
of surrounding known pixel values of the unknown pixel, the interpolated pixel values are computed for
obtaining the interpolated image.

Step 2: The interpolated image for noise removal is expressed as,

IfiðmÞ ¼ I ipfiðmÞ þ D (5)

wherein, I ipfiðmÞ signifies the interpolated image with polynomials and IfiðmÞ implies the observed image with
corrupted noise D. The image is partitioned into several blocks at the time of noise removal. Every block is

Figure 1: System architecture of proposed methodology
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applied to Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Several coefficients from DWT are attained as the edge
information. The DWT co-efficient can well be attained as,

C ¼ TðBnðIfiðmÞÞÞ (6)

wherein, T signifies the DWT function, Bn denotes the partitioned block of the input image Im, C denotes the
wavelet coefficients in a; b directions.

Step 3: Concentrated on their sub-bands, the threshold is estimated to suppress noise. The threshold can
well be estimated as,

st ¼ medjCabj
0:6745

� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
maxðD2

g � D2
noise; 0Þ

q (7)

Dg ¼ 1

L

XL
a;b¼1

Cab (8)

wherein, Dnoise signifies the noise variance, L implies the total wavelet coefficients Cab, st implies the
estimated threshold, med implies the median factor used for estimating noise variance as of diagonal detail.

Step 4: For calculating the threshold, the shrinkage rule is utilized. Thus, smaller threshold values are
possessed by active edges. Thresholding is applied for the wavelet coefficients by the shrinkage rule, which is
shown below,

sCab ¼ b� st (9)

wherein, b signifies the shrinkage function sCab implies the thresholded coefficients.

Step 5: Lastly, for reconstructing the noise-removed image, the inverse wavelet transforms for the
thresholded coefficients are done. The inverse wavelet transform can well be expressed as,

Im
^ ¼ T�1ðsCabÞ (10)

wherein, Im
^
denotes the denoised image, T�1ð�Þ denotes the inverse wavelet transform.

3.2 Contrast Enhancement

The CLAHE enhanced the contrast of the noise-removed image Îm. Here, the inputted image Îm was split
into several sub-regions. For every sub-region, the histogram was calculated and the histograms were
clipped. In clipping, utilizing the clip limit, the pixels were equally distributed to every gray level. The
clip limit can well be attained as,

Limclip ¼ vðx; yÞ
Tgl

1þ ’

’max
ðhmax � 1Þ

� �
(11)

wherein, Limclip signifies the clip limit, vðx; yÞ signifies the total pixels in x; y the dimension of the sub-region,
Tgl implies the total gray levels, Ccl signifies the normalized clip limits, ’ signifies the factor ranges as of 0 to
’max, and hmax implies the maximum limit of the histogram. The clipped histograms are equally redistributed.
The transformation function is utilized for interpolation after the histogram is clipped as well as redistributed.
The transformation function is stated as,
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= ¼ Tgl � 1

vðx; yÞ
XL
l¼0

CDf ðlÞ (12)

wherein, CDf ðlÞ signifies the cumulative distribution function scaled by ðTgl � 1Þ and is utilized for
histogram equalization of l regions, = implies the transformation function of gray-scale mapping. Lastly,
to attain the enhanced image Ienhm , the split regions are incorporated.

3.3 Object Detection Using HTYOLOV4

The HTYOLOV4 was trained I enhm for OD after contrast enhancement. YOLOV4 is considered to be the
extended edition of YOLOV3. Backbones, neck, as well as heads, are the 3 important stages. The pre-trained
NN is regarded as the backbone, which extracts the necessary features as of the input image. Numerous top-
down, as well as bottom-up paths, was encompassed by the neck for collecting Feature Maps (FM) as of
disparate stages. The classes and bounding box of objects were predicted by the head. The input images
were split into grids in the prediction process. Inaccurate detection of objects on the image can well result
if the grid levels are larger. To resolve this issue, the Hyperbolic Tangent Kernel function reduced the
grid levels, which brings accurate bounding box prediction as well as reduced Loss Function. Thus, the
proposed technique is labeled HTYOLOV4. The Hyperbolic Tangent Kernel function split the input
images into a grid of manifold cells. The HT is stated as,

HTðIenhm Þ ¼ tanhðbðu:vÞ þ kÞ (13)

wherein, b and k are the slope and intercept constant also known as the adjustable parameters, ðu:vÞ implies
the dot product betwixt the points, b has the common value as (1/d), d signifies them� m dimension of every
grid. For determining whether there is an object in the grid or not, the object’s probability was computed for
every grid. For every grid, the outputs say bounding box coordinates along with confidence score are attained
if the grid encompasses an object. The Fig. 2 exhibits the dimensions utilized for the bounding box (BB)
prediction.

The BB coordinates are expressed as,

BBa ¼ sigðraÞ þ TLa (14)

BBa0 ¼ sigðra0 Þ þ TLa0 (15)

Figure 2: Bounding box with coordinates and location
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BBwdh ¼ qwdhe
rwdh (16)

BBhgt ¼ qhgte
rhgt (17)

where, BBa and BBa0 signify the center coordinates of the box, BBwdh and BBhgt imply the width, in addition
to the height of the box, ra,ra0 , rwdh and signify the network outputs, ðTLa;TLa0 Þ imply the top-left
coordinates of the grid, ðqwdh; qhgtÞ imply the dimensions of BB priors termed anchors, sig implies the
sigmoid function.

The confidence score rendered the probability of encompassing an object in the BB. For ignoring
boxes with lower object probability and BB with the highest shared area in a process termed non-max
suppression, the confidence score can well be utilized. The probability value concerning the object’s class
is computed as,

P ¼ P
Ci

obj

� �
� PðobjÞ � IoU (18)

IoU ¼ BBP \ BBGT

BBP [ BBGT
(19)

where, P
Ci

obj

� �
signifies the probability of object that belongs to a category Ci inside the box, PðobjÞ implies

the probability of identifying the center point of the object obj on the grid, BBP signifies the predicted box,
together with BBGT signifies reference BB, Intersection over Union (IoU). Yet, there might be many
overlapping boxes for detection even after the filtering positioned on the score values was performed. For
removing manifold detections on the same image, Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS) was carried out. The
large overlap boxes with the chosen box were mitigated by employing NMS. Only the best boxes were
left with the object’s position, BB’s confidence level, along the class probability. After that, centered on
three sorts of error information, the loss function qloss is computed as,

qloss ¼
X

ðeðBBa;BBa0 Þ þ eIoU þ eCiÞ (20)

where, eðBBa;BBa0 Þ signifies the position error, eIoU implies the error in confidence level, together with eCi

signifies the errors of class probability.

3.4 Grasp Configuration

After object detection, this step is used to improve the accuracy of detecting smaller objects. Width,
angle, as well as depth, which are the grasp configuration, are gauged for every BB with detected objects.
The grasp configuration of the detected objects G is written as,

G ¼ fhgt;wdh;Angg (21)

where, hgt signifies the BB’s height, wdh is the BB’s width, together with Ang signifies the angle that renders
the BB’s direction concerning the horizontal axis. Next, the values attained in the grasp configuration are
checked with the threshold value.

Dn ¼
DnðbigÞ if ðG > kÞ
Dcm

nðsmallÞ if ðG < kÞ
�

(22)

If the threshold value k is exceeded by the extracted values, it is deemed as the big object DnðbigÞ and is
moved to the OD as well as recognition step; otherwise, the object is regarded as a smaller object Dcm

nðsmallÞ.
The center map for the detected object is computed when the object is detected as small. The center map of
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the box made it easy to match the box, which contains the middle of the object to a grid cell. Next, those
center map object is rendered to the OD together with the recognition step.

3.5 Object Detection and Classification

M2RFO-CNN takes care of the object detection and classification task. For ameliorating the accuracy of
detecting even smaller objects, every detected image Dn was trained again utilizing this algorithm. An
artificial neural network that is extensively utilized for objection detection in CNN. For differentiating
one from the other, the image input was taken and assigned the learnable weights to the objects on the
image. The detection quality utilizing CNN was ascertained through the LF that renders the deviation
betwixt the predicted output and true labels. The prediction performance was affected once the Loss
Function renders maximum. The weight value generated in every node of CNN requires to be optimized
for reducing the LF together with the training time and improving the model’s accuracy.

The M2RFO is employed for optimizing the CNN’s weights. In MRFO, only particular ranges were
concentrated for the best solution generation in cyclone foraging, which makes the Manta Ray (MR) not
capture the optimal solution available past the range. The Gradient Descent method generated the lower
and the upper boundaries of the problem space in MRFOA for solving this issue. M2RFO-CNN was
presented with this modification. The M2RFO-CNN structure is shown in Fig. 3.

3.5.1 Convolution Layer (CL)
Initially, the input data goes through convolution operation in the CL and outputted the FM. The

convolution kernels are utilized by the layer that slides over every position of the FM aimed at
convolution operation. The kernels predict at every position. The CL’s output is implied as,

nLðHÞ ¼ Dn � # dðkÞð Þ (23)

where, nLðHÞ signifies convolutional layer’s output, Dn implies the detected objects, #ð�Þ implies the non-
linear activation function, along with dðkÞ signifies the weight vector of every input node.

3.5.2 Pooling Layer
For reducing the spatial size of output that was attained at the CL, the PL is used. The CL lessens the size

through extracting the utmost dominant features utilizing the max-pooling function as of the chosen region.
The PL’s output is expressed as,

nLðHÞ ¼ tMAX nLðHÞð Þ (24)

where, nLðHÞ signifies the PL output and tMAX implies the max-pooling function.

Figure 3: Structure of M2RFO-CNN classifier
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3.5.3 Fully Connected Layer
The pooled output at the PL is flattened as well as inputted to the FCL. The computation is done for

every layer present at the FCL as,

nfc ¼ #lð
Xn
l¼1

nLðHÞdðkÞ þ BlÞ (25)

where, Bl signifies the bias vector, nfc implies the FCL’s output, n implies the number of layers, and #l

signifies the softmax activation functions. The last softmax layer classifies the objects as labels after
passing through the FCL. Next, the LF is evaluated as,

LF ¼
X

ðjtar � jobsÞ2 (26)

where, jtar and jobs signify the target as well as observed values. When the target value is equivalent to the
observed value, the proposed model falls into precise prediction; in addition, no optimization is required.

On the contrary, the optimization of weight values is needed for choosing the optimum weight values if
the target values are not equivalent to the observed values. Here, the M2RFO was utilized for the
optimization. The M2RFO-CNN algorithm is exhibited in Algo. 1.

Algorithm 1: Proposed M2RFO-CNN.

Input: Detected objects Dn

Output: Classified objects with labels

Begin

Initialize input images, convolution layer, pooling layer, fully

connected layer, weight value dðkÞ, and loss LF

Compute convolution layer nLðHÞ ¼ Dn � # dðkÞð Þ
Compute pooling layer nLðHÞ ¼ tMAX nLðHÞð Þ
Compute fully connected layer nfc ¼ #lð

Pn
l¼1

nLðHÞdðkÞ þ BlÞ
Check Loss Function

If ðLF > thÞ
Select weight values using M2RFO

//weight updation using M2RFO

Initialize population size, number of iterations

While the criteria is not satisfied do

If ð� < 0:5Þ
If ð k

kmax
< VrandÞ

Update position using Eq. (33)

Else

Update position using Eq. (31)

End if

Else

(Continued)
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Update position using Eq. (27)

End if

Evaluate fitness of each individual

If ðVkþ1
i > VrandÞ
Vbest ¼ Vkþ1

i

Update position using Eq. (33)

Else

Goto next iteration

End if

End While

Else

Denote the output as the final output

End if

End

MRFO is enthused by the foraging behavior of MR. It is a meta-heuristic algorithm. Chain, cyclone, and
somersault foraging are the three foraging behaviors of the MR to seize their prey.

3.5.4 Chain Foraging
The best solution was detected by the MR (i.e.,) the highest concentration of plankton that the MR wants

to devour. The populace of MR (i.e., the random weight values) formed a foraging chain once the best
solution was found. Each individual moves in the direction of the food. Each individual carries out the
position updation during this process. The chain foraging can well be expressed as,

Vkþ1
i ¼ Vk

i þ �ðVk
best � Vk

i Þ þ �ðVk
best � Vk

i Þ i ¼ 1
Vk
i þ �ðVk

i�1 � Vk
i Þ þ �ðVk

best � Vk
i Þ i ¼ 2; 3; 4;…::M

�
(27)

� ¼ 2�j log �j0:5 (28)

where, Vk
i signifies the position of ith individual at k, Vk

best implies the best solution at k,� 2 ½0; 1� signifies an
arbitrary vector, � implies the weighting coefficient, together with M , implies the population’s size.

3.5.5 Cyclone Foraging
Here, the MR forms a line and move in the directions of the food in the shape termed spiral when the

plankton patch position is recognized. Every individual follows the MR swimming in front of it during spiral
swimming. Therefore, the movement in spiral shape is stated as,

vkþ1
i ¼ vbest þ �ðvki�1 � vki Þ þ eax cos 2pxðvbest � vki Þ (29)

ykþ1
i ¼ ybest þ �ðyki�1 � yki Þ þ eax cos 2pxðybest � yki Þ (30)

Algorithm 1 (continued)
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Exploitation and exploration are the stages encompassed in cyclone foraging. The reference position is
chosen as the current best position on the exploitation stage. The cyclone foraging on exploitation is
expressed as,

Vkþ1
i ¼ Vbest þ �ðVk

best � Vk
i Þ þ�ðVk

best � Vk
i Þ i ¼ 1

Vbest þ �ðVk
i�1 � Vk

i Þ þ�ðVk
best � Vk

i Þ i ¼ 2; 3; 4;…::M

�
(31)

� ¼ 2e

�ðkmax � ðk þ 1ÞÞ
kmax : sinð2p�Þ (32)

where, � signifies the weighting coefficient. Next, every individual is forced to search for a new position as
of the current best one in the exploration phase. The reference position is assigned to each individual, which
is randomly generated. The global search on exploration is written as,

Vkþ1
i ¼ Vrand þ �ðVk

rand � Vk
i Þ þ�ðVk

rand � Vk
i Þ i ¼ 1

Vrand þ �ðVk
i�1 � Vk

i Þ þ�ðVk
rand � Vk

i Þ i ¼ 2; 3; 4;…::M

�
(33)

Vrand ¼ Llow þ �:rðLup � LlowÞ (34)

where, Vrand signifies the randomly generated reference position, Llow, Lup imply the upper as well as lower
limits of every dimension in the search space generated utilizing the gradient descent method r. For
generating the upper and lower boundaries, the gradient descent method is utilized, which is written as,

$j ¼ $j�1 þ Br
drðLup;LlowÞ

d$j
(35)

where, Br signifies the learning rate,
dr
d$j

ð�Þ implies the derivative of the performance function,$j signifies

the change in limits for the total iterations. The exploitation and exploration phases are balanced utilizing
k

kmax
ratio where, kmax is the maximal number of iterations. The MR can switch to the chain and cyclone

foraging centered on the arbitrary number.

3.5.6 Somersault Foraging
Here, the food is regarded as a hub. Each individual turns over to the new position by moving forward

and backward around the hub. Here, the MR updated its position around the best solution. Therefore, the
somersault foraging can well be expressed as,

Vkþ1
i ¼ Vk

i þ G:�ðVbest � ViÞ i ¼ 1; 2; 3;……M (36)

where, G signifies the somersault factor. Here, every individual moved around the current position and the
best solution. Every individual came near the optimal solution gradually as the distance betwixt the current
and best position and the gamut of somersault foraging was lessened. Until the stopping criteria are met, the
updation processes are performed. Concurrently, centered on the LF, the fitness is estimated for every
individual’s best solution. Like this, the weight values were optimized. Lastly, the objects with labels
were categorized by the classifier.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section, the performance measure of the proposed OD model is discussed, along with the
experimental results.
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4.1 Database Description

Caltech Pedestrian and PASCAL Visual Object Collection (VOC) datasets were used for performance
analysis. These datasets roughly consisted of ten hours of 640 x 480 30 Hz video that was taken as of a
vehicle moving in a regular traffic in an urban environment. Around 250,000 frames with
350,000 bounding boxes as well as 2300 unique pedestrians were annotated. Training, validation, private
testing set are the three subsets of the PASCAL VOC dataset. Sample images of the dataset and further
processing of the images are shown in Fig. 4. The Fig. 4a shows the input image of the dataset, Fig. 4b
shows the preprocessed image by using the PAEPA algorithm, Fig. 4c shows the enhanced image by
employing the CLAHE method, and then, the classified images are shown in Fig. 4d.

4.2 Performance Analysis

The analysis of the proposed and existing methods performance concerning sensitivity, specificity
together with accuracy is exhibited in Tab. 1.

Figure 4: Sample images (a) input image, (b) preprocessed image, (c) contrast-enhanced image, (d)
classified image
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Sensitivity evaluates a model’s capability to predict the true positives of every available category. A
model’s capability to envisage the true negatives of every available category was evaluated by specificity.
Accuracy stands as the degree of closeness to the true value. Overall, it was revealed as of the
performance outcomes concerning the sensitivity, specificity along with accuracy that the proposed
methodology detects objects were found to be high. Likewise, Precision, Recall, F-Measure, Negative
Prediction Value (NPV), and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) of the proposed model and the
existing models namely Deep Belief Network (DBN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Convolution
Neural Network (CNN) together with Deep Neural Network (DNN) are compared is shown in Tab. 2.

The total predictions that are a member of the corresponding class were quantified by the Precision
metric. The total class predictions made out of every example in the dataset were defined as recall. The
F-measure metric is the merger of the precision and the recall metrics. Compared to all the other
prevailing techniques, the proposed work offered a better precision level. However, the recall and F-
measure values of prevailing methods render comparatively lower performance. The proposed
methodology attained a 97.5288 NPV value, which was found to be higher when weighed against the
prevailing methods. Likewise, compared to prevailing methods, the proposed method attained a better
MCC value. Hence, concerning all metrics, greater performance was attained by the proposed work.
Concerning False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), and False Rejection Rate (FRR) of
the proposed and existing methods performances are examined in Tab. 3.

Table 1: Performance analysis with respect to sensitivity, specificity and accuracy

Methods Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Proposed M2RFO-CNN
Deep Belief Network
Recurrent Neural Network
Convolution Neural Network
Deep Neural Network

98.2887
93.9205
91.5452
92.0684
87.1152

93.9138
91.9948
87.9105
86.9115
82.0411

97.4326
93.4105
90.7162
90.2044
85.3719

Table 2: Performance Analysis with respect to precision, recall, F-measure, NPV, and MCC

Methods Precision Recall F-measure NPV MCC

Proposed M2RFO-CNN
Deep Belief Network
Recurrent Neural Network
ConvolutionNeural Network
Deep Neural Network

94.1901
92.1415
88.1122
87.7734
83.0582

98.2887
93.9205
91.5452
92.0684
87.1152

96.71357
93.01285
89.9112
89.0157
84.3142

97.5288
92.9928
91.1785
90.3753
85.2011

93.1513
90.6089
88.63025
87.8021
81.7258

Table 3: Performance analysis with respect to FPR, FRR, and FNR

Methods FPR FRR FNR

Proposed M2RFO-CNN
Deep Belief Network
Recurrent Neural Network
ConvolutionNeural Network
Deep Neural Network

0.03137
0.28401
0.41259
0.49962
0.81539

0.02584
0.10747
0.19168
0.30752
0.78128

0.02584
0.10747
0.19168
0.30752
0.78128
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The Tab. 3 analyses the performance of the proposed and existing methods in terms of FPR, FRR, and
FNR. These values were considered to contribute to the false prediction. The probability of wrongly rejecting
the null hypothesis was termed false-positive rate. The percentage of identification instances where the
identified objects are wrongly rejected is called FRR. An outcome wherein the negative class was
incorrectly predicted by the model called the FNR. It has ignored the false prediction by attaining FPR,
FNR, and FRR values closest to 0. On examining the above-given table, the false prediction has been
ignored by the proposed method via attaining FPR, FNR, and FRR values closest to a minimum.
Additionally, the FPR, FRR, and FNR values were possessed by the DBN, RNN, and CNN methods,
which were found to be higher when contrasted to the proposed work. When weighed against the
prevailing methods, lesser values were attained by the proposed work for FNR, FPR, and FRR.
Therefore, the analysis deduces that objects were detected more effectively by the method when
contrasted to the existent methods.

5 Conclusion

In present study, an efficient approach for object detection and classification method was proposed
utilizing HTYOLOV4 and M2RFO-CNN. The proposed approach shows improved detection performance
regarding the precision, recall, accuracy, F-Measure, sensitivity, specificity, NPV, MCC, FNR, FRR, and
FPR. The frame sequences were enhanced by Polynomial Adaptive Edge preserving Algorithm, then, the
HTYOLOV4 was trained with the contrast-enhanced frames. Also, Grasp configuration was employed for
detecting smaller objects with higher accuracy. The proposed method was evaluated over various
benchmark datasets like Caltech Pedestrian and PASCAL VOC datasets, and compared with the
prevailing techniques to examine the efficiency of the proposed method. The M2RFO-CNN attains
97.4326 accuracies high on the performance analysis. The analysis proved that the proposed scheme
showed improved efficiency for detection and classification. In the future, more advanced algorithms can
be included for achieving higher performance.
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